Back To Normal Time

Well, the Sixth Annual Coventry Street Fair is over now. I hope you will excuse us for not getting out an entire newsletter this month. Most of the good Coventry Neighbors are pretty burned out right now. The Fair takes a lot of time and effort. Now most of us have to spend at least some time reassembling the shambles of our personal lives.

The Fair was, as usual, an outrageous success. (Never mind that the Plain Dealer and the Sun Press printed only one token photo each and the Press ignored it entirely. It was probably more important to report about a stabbing at the World Series of Rock than to tell how 60,000 partied together for two days without so much as a single arrest by the police.)

Credit for such a well run Fair, as usual belongs to many, many people. Some of them are: F. David Gill, Larry Beam, Bruce Hennes, Tom Lee, Ed Ritz, Jim McConochia, Marsha Polevoi, Judith Ayers, Bill Delaney, Ed Walter, Nancee Faller, Kathryn Young, Joan Jordan, Kathy Cerveny, Diane Bersnak, Andy Havas, and Baxter Shadowfield.

We also got some very special help from the following Coventry businesses: Bob's Place, Chester's, Coventry Audio, Daffy Dan, Heights Hardware, High Tide Rock Bottom, Coventry Video, Carroll Drug, Metropolitan Savings & Loan, New World Haircuts, Pick-N-Pay, The Saloon, and Phil Imperi, D.D.S.

We would also like to extend a special thanks to the Express for its excellent Fair program and to the almost 200 musicians, barricade volunteers, schleppers and broom pushers without whose freely given time and talent there would have been no street fair.

Now we can all get back to the more routine style of Coventry living. Within the next few months, it is rumored that Irv's will reopen, Carol Lindemuth's store will fold, High Tide Rock Bottom will relocate on Coventry, and Fairmount Center will leave. Add the continuing uncertainty about Coventry and the pending proposals to build a new Pick-N-Pay, and you have all the ingredients for interesting times to come.

But I am sure we will all think fondly back upon the Street Fair. It is nice to have a definable break from all these happenings once in a while.

-- Alan Rapoport
Street Fair Chairman

THE NEXT MEETING OF COVENTRY NEIGHBORS, INC. WILL TAKE PLACE ON TUESDAY, AUGUST 14, 1979, AT 7:30 p.m., AT THE UNITARIAN SOCIETY ON LANCASHIRE ROAD, ACROSS FROM THE MUSICIANS' TOWER.
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Tuesday, Sept. 11, 1979 at 7:30.